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An accurate NH2(X2A00) CHIPR potential energy
surface via extrapolation to the complete basis
set limit and dynamics of the N(2D) + H2(X1R+

g)
reaction†

Ximing Li, a Zhi Qin, ab Jing Li*c and Linhua Liu *abd

The amidogen radical (NH2) and its associated N(2D) + H2(X1S+
g) - H(2S) + NH(X3S�) reaction have great

significance in interstellar chemistry and the accurate potential energy surface (PES) is the basis for

studying them. We report a new and accurate PES for the ground state NH2(X2A00) using the combined-

hyperbolic-inverse-power-representation methodology based on 7970 ab initio energy points computed

at the Davidson-corrected internally contracted multireference configuration interaction level of theory.

Both aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets have been employed to extrapolate the energies to the

complete basis set limit. The analytical PES reproduces well with the ab initio energy points with a root

mean square deviation of 55.7 cm�1. The topographical features of the analytical PES are examined in

detail and agree well with the previous theoretical results. The integral cross sections and rate constants

of the N(2D) + H2(X1S+
g) - H(2S) + NH(X3S�) reaction are obtained using the quasi-classical trajectory

method and the time-dependent wave packet method and then compared with the available theoretical

and experimental values.

1 Introduction

As one of the essential triatomic molecules, the amidogen
radical (NH2) plays an important role in atmospheric and
interstellar chemistry.1–7 van Dishoeck et al.8 reported the first
absorption of NH2 in Sgr B2. As it is directly related to ammonia
(NH3), the nitrogen chemical reaction of N + H2 - NH + H is
known as the first step to yield NH3 in dense interstellar
clouds.9,10 Because of the low reactivity of the ground state
N(4S), the first excited N(2D) and its associated N(2D) + H2

insertion reaction, which mainly occurs via the ground X2A00

potential energy surface (PES), have been the subject of many
theoretical and experimental works.

Experimentally, there are serveral investigations for the
dynamics of the N(2D) + H2/D2 reaction. Dodd et al.11 measured
the inverted nascent vibrational distributions of NH(X3S�)
producted by the N(2D) + H2 reaction, and the results suggested
the direct abstraction type mechanism of the H atom during
the reaction. Later, Umemoto et al.12,13 measured the nascent
NH/D vibrational distributions at lower temperatures against
those obtained by Dodd et al.11 In addition, the rate constants
for the N(2D) + H2/D2 reaction have been measured by several
previous works.14–22 The first temperature-dependent rate con-
stants for the N(2D) + H2/D2 reaction over the temperature
range of 213–300 K were measured by Suzuki et al.14 Umemoto
et al.16 measured the rate constant at 300 K for the N(2D) + H2/
D2 reaction, which agreed well with the results of Suzuki et al.14

Dianailys et al.15 also measured the rate constants for the N(2D)
+ H2/D2 reaction from 127 to 296 K, which showed a similar
trend to the results of Suzuki et al.14

Theoretically, a London–Eyring–Polanyi–Sato (LEPS) PES
was constructed by Suzuki et al.14 to study the Arrhenius
parameters for the N(2D/2P) + H2/D2 reaction using the quasi-
classical trajectory (QCT) method. Later, Pederson et al.23

reported a global PES for the ground state NH2(X2A00) by fitting
to the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) energy
points. During the fitting, a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS) interpolation method was used to fit 1512 ab initio
energy points, and the total root mean square deviation (rmsd)
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was about 104.9 cm�1. In addition, the results of the QCT calcu-
lations for the N(2D) + H2/D2 reaction successfully reproduced
the product state distributions obtained in experiments.12,13

Ho et al.24 presented an improved RKHS PES of NH2(X2A00)
based on 2715 high-quality MRCI energy points, which was
smoother and enhanced the capability of performing the QCT
calculations. The cubic spline method was employed by Qu
et al.25 to interpolate ab initio energy points of the X2A00 and A2A0

states of NH2 from the MRCI/aug-cc-pVQZ (AVQZ) calculation.
The subsequent room-temperature rate constants obtained
from the QCT calculations were in good agreement with those
measured by their experiments. Varandas and Poveda26

reported the first single-sheeted double many-body expansion
(DMBE) PES of NH2(X2A00) by fitting 1498 MRCI/AVQZ ab initio
energy points, and the total rmsd was 165.8 cm�1. They also
employed a novel switching function to guarantee the N + H(2S)
+ H(2S) dissociation asymptote at the N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g) and
H(2S) + NH(X3S�) dissociation channels. Based on the above-
mentioned DMBE PES26 of NH2(X2A00), Chu et al.27 reported a
dynamic study of the N(2D) + H2 (v = 0, j = 1–5) - H(2S) +
NH(X3S�) reaction using the time-dependent quantum wave
packet method. In addition, Li et al.7 reported a more accurate
DMBE PES of NH2(X2A00) based on 2102 ab initio energy points,
which were calculated at the multireference configuration
interaction level including Davidson corrections [MRCI(Q)]
using the aug-cc-pVTZ (AVTZ) and AVQZ basis sets. The
MRCI(Q)/AV(T,Q)Z energies were extrapolated to the complete
basis set (CBS) limit, and the total rmsd was 243.1 cm�1.
Subsequently, the reaction probabilities, integral cross sections
(ICSs) and differential cross sections (DCSs) of the N(2D) + H2

(v = 0, j = 0) - H(2S) + NH(X3S�) reaction were calculated using
the quantum wave packet method. Moreover, based on the PES
of Li et al.,7 Zheng and Zhu4 carried out the dynamic calcula-
tions of the N(2D) + H2/HD/D2 reactions using the time depen-
dent wave packet method. The reaction probabilities, DCSs and
ICSs were obtained and compared with the previous theoretical
and experimental values. Dianailys et al.15 reported an experi-
mental and theoretical study of the N(2D) + H2/D2 reaction, and
the rate constants obtained from the experiments and calcula-
tions were in good agreement at room temperature. Based on
the PES modeled by Li and Varandas,28 Peng et al.29 performed
a quantum wave packet calculation for the N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g)
reaction and obtained the reaction probabilities and ICSs at
various total angular momentum J.

The rate constants14–22,76 for the N(2D) + H2 reaction were
mainly measured at room temperature (300 K), excluding the
works of Suzuki et al.14 and Dianailys et al.15 In 1993, Suzuki
et al.14 first measured the temperature-dependent rate con-
stants over the 213–300 K temperature range. Recently, Dianailys
et al.15 extended the values to 127–296 K. Most theoretical
studies68,71 showed good agreement with the experimental rate
constants14,15 over the 213–300 K temperature range but under-
estimated the measured values15 for temperatures below 200 K.
Since the treatment of the reaction dynamic calculation for
the title system is mature, the bottleneck for a quantitative
characterization of the reaction dynamics becomes the PES.

In addition, most dynamic studies of the N(2D) + H2(X1S+
g)

reaction focused on the effects of reactant rotational quantum
numbers j on the reactivity, ignoring the influences of the
reactant vibrational excitation on the reactivity. Thus, the pur-
pose of this work is dual. First, we report a new PES of the
ground state NH2(X2A00). The PES is modeled using the combined-
hyperbolic-inverse-power-representation (CHIPR) method30,31

with the high-quality MRCI(Q) energy points. The rmsd of the
novel PES from the ab initio results is only 55.7 cm�1. Second, for
a deeper understanding of the N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g) - H(2S) +
NH(X3S�) reaction, the QCT and the time-dependent wave packet
(TDWP) method have been employed to calculate the rate con-
stants below the room temperature and the vibration-dependent
ICSs for the N(2D) + H2 reaction.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
details of the ab initio calculations for NH2(X2A00) and the CBS
extrapolation scheme. Section 3 describes the CHIPR fitting
method. The topographical characteristics of the CHIPR PES
are discussed in Section 4. The QCT and the quantum mechan-
ical (QM) dynamic calculations are carried out in Section 5.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Ab initio calculations and CBS
extrapolation scheme

In this work, the MOLPRO 2015 package32,33 was employed to
calculate the ab initio potential energy points of the ground
state NH2(X2A00). First, the single-configuration wavefunction of
NH2(X2A00) was generated using the Hartree–Fock (HF) method
and then it was optimized by the equal weight SA-CASSCF34

calculation for the first two 2A00 states of the NH2 system to
obtain multiconfiguration wavefunctions. Using SA-CASSCF
multiconfiguration wave functions as a reference, the subse-
quent MRCI35 calculations considered the Davidson correction
(+Q) to countervail the higher order correlation effect. In all
ab initio calculations, both AVTZ and AVQZ basis sets36 were
employed for the N and H atoms, respectively. Ten active
orbitals (8a 0 + 2a00) and one core orbital (1a 0) were used for
seven correlated electrons of the NH2 radical. The Jacobi
coordinates (R, r and y) were employed to map the PES with
7970 ab initio energy points. For the N + H2 channel, the
ranges were set as 1.2 r rH–H/a0 r 4.0, 1.6 r RN–HH/a0 r
10.0 and 0 r y/deg r 180.0, and for the H + NH geometry, the
grids were defined by 1.6 r rN–H/a0 r 4.0, 1.6 r RH–NH/a0 r
10.0 and 0 r y/deg r 180. In addition, the ab initio potential
energy points of H2(X1S+

g) and NH(X3S�) were calculated at
MRCI(Q)/AVXZ(X = T, Q) energy points, which was at the same
level of NH2(X2A00).

To reduce the error of truncation of the one-particle basis set
expansion,37 the obtained ab initio energies were extrapolated
to the CBS limit. For each pair of ab initio grid energies
calculated using the AVXZ(X = T, Q) basis sets, the approximate
CBS limit can be defined as

EX(R) = ECAS
X (R) + Edc

X (R) (1)
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where CAS and dc indicate the complete active space energies
and dynamical correlation energies, respectively. Then, the CBS
extrapolations were conducted separately for the CAS and dc
energies by38,39

ECAS
X = ECAS

N + B/Xa (2)

and

Ea
X ¼ Ea

1 þ
A3

ðX þ bÞ3 þ
A5

ðX þ bÞ5 (3)

where A5 = A5(0) + dA3
5/4, a = 5.34, b = �3/8, d = �1.17847713

Eh
�5/4, and A5(0) = 0.0037685459. A3 and Edc

N are determined by
the fitting of the dc energies.

3 CHIPR PES of NH2(X2A00)

According to the CHIPR method of Varandas,30,31 the potential
of a triatomic molecule assumes the form of the many-body
expansion (MBE)40

Vtot R1;R2;R3ð Þ ¼
X3
i¼1

V ð1Þ

þ
X3
i¼1

V
ð2Þ
i Rið Þ þ V ð3Þ R1;R2;R3ð Þ (4)

where Vtot is the calculated MRCI(Q)/CBS energy for any geo-
metry of the triatomic molecule, V(1) is the one-body fragment
energy, V(2)

i (i = 1 for H2, 2 and 3 for NH, respectively) and V(3)

are the two- and three-body energies, respectively.
For an n-atom molecule, the CHIPR n-body term has the

general form30,31

V ðnÞ ¼
XL
ii¼0;:::;
it¼0

Ci1;...;it

Yt
p¼1

y
ip
p (5)

where Ci1
,. . .,it are the expansion coefficients of a Lth-order

polynomial, yp is the set of p = 1, 2,. . ., t (t is the number
of independent degree of freedom for a n-atom system) coordi-
nates relative to the reference geometry and can be expanded
based on a distributed-origin contracted basis set

yp ¼
XM
a¼1

cafp;a (6)

where ca is the contraction coefficient and a represents the
index of each primitive function fp,a. The primitive functions
assume the following two forms to ensure the correct behavior
at both short-range and long-range regions.

(1) If ignoring long-range terms, the function fp,a can be
chosen as30,31

fp,a = sechZa(gp,arp,a) (7)

(2) If taking long-range terms into account, the following
form30,31 is a better choice

fp;a ¼
tanh baRp

� �
Rp

� �sa
sec hZa gp;arp;a

� �
(8)

where rp,a = Rp � Rref
p,a means the difference between Rp and the

primitive’s origin Rref
p,a. gp,a are non-linear parameters with

Za = Z = 1, sa = s = 6 and ba = b = 1/5. Here, both primitives
in eqn (7) and (8) are utilized in the basis set contraction in
eqn (6) and eqn (8), which only appears once in the expansion
of eqn (6). To reduce linear dependencies, Rref

p,a is obtained by
the following relationship

Rref
p,a = z(Rref

p )a�1 (9)

where z and Rref
p should be carefully selected during the fitting.

To determine the contracted basis sets, the 1D ab initio cuts
along the NH and HH degrees of freedom have been selected.
And relevant calculations are carried out at the global mini-
mum on the PES.

3.1 One-body terms and the switch function

NH2(X2A00) follows the dissociation scheme below

NH2 X2A00
� �

!

N 2D
� �

þH2 X1Sþg
� �

H 2S
� �

þNH X3S�
� �

N 4S
� �

þH 2S
� �

þH 2S
� �

8>>>><
>>>>:

(10)

The excited N(2D) atom only exists at the N(2D) + H2(X1S+
g)

dissociation channel, but NH(X3S�) dissociates to the ground
state N(4S). Hence, it is necessary to introduce a function to
switch the excited state N(2D) to the ground state N(4S) in the
N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g) - H(2S) + NH(X3S�) dissociation process.
Here, we adopt a procedure used by Lü et al.,41 which success-
fully fulfilled the transformation between P+(1D) and P+(3P)
while constructing the global PES of PH2

+(11A0).
Thus, the one-body term should be expressed as the VN(2D)

f (R) switch function, where VN(2D) is the potential energy of the
N(2D) state with respect to that of the N(4S) state. With potential
energies extrapolated to the CBS limit, the VN(2D) equals to
0.08765 Eh, which agrees well with the experimental value42 of
0.08759 Eh. The f (R) is assumed as the following form26,41,43

f (R) = h(R1)g(r1) (11)

h R1ð Þ ¼ 1

4

X2
i¼1

1� tanh ai R1 � Ri0
1

� �
þ bi R1 � Ri1

1

� �3h in o
(12)

g(r1) = 0.5{1 + tanh[a0(r1 � r0
1)]} (13)

where R1 is the H–H bond length, r1 is the length from the N
atom to the center of the mass for H–H. In the N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g)
channel, the function h(R1) ensures the decay from the N(2D)
state to the N(4S) state as the H–H bond length increases. The
amplitude function g(r1) is employed to guarantee that eqn (12)
only works at the long N–H2 bond lengths (larger than 8 a0). All
parameters are obtained by fitting the ab initio points and are
shown in the ESI.†
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3.2 Two-body terms

In the CHIPR method,30 the two-body terms included the
coulombic interaction are given by

V
ð2Þ
i Rið Þ ¼

ZAZB

Ri

XL
k¼1

Cky
k (14)

where i = 1, 2, 3 (1 for H2, 2 and 3 for NH, respectively), ZA and
ZB represent the nuclear charges of the A and B atoms,
respectively. Ck values are the coefficients of a Lth-order poly-
nomial, which are obtained from the least-squares fitting. The
numerical coefficients of H2(X1S+

g) and NH(X3S�) are displayed
in the ESI.†

3.3 Three-body terms

In the CHIPR method, the three-body term of eqn (5) assumes
the form

V ð3Þ ¼
XL
i;j;k¼0

Ci;j;k

Xg2G
g

pði;j;kÞg yi1y
j
2y

k
3

� 	( )
(15)

where Ci,j,k are expansion coefficients, yi (i = 1, 2, 3; 1 for H2,
2 and 3 for NH, respectively) has the form of eqn (6), and
p(i,j,k)

g is the operator that reflects the permutation symmetry of
atoms in a subgroup G of the S3 symmetric group.46 For more
details, see Rocha’s works.47,48 Moreover, i, j and k should
satisfy the constraints of i + j + k a i a j a k and i + j + k r L
to exclude any two-body energies.

4 Features of the PES

The experimentally-refined potential energy curves (PECs) are
obtained in a two-step approach. First, the diatomic curves for
H2(X1S+

g) and NH(X3S�) are respectively obtained by fitting 71
and 264 ab initio MRCI(Q)/CBS energy points using eqn (14).
Then the obtained PECs are refined with the experimental
spectroscopic data44,45 in the CHIPR 4.0 program.48 Fig. 1
shows the fitting CHIPR PECs and deviations between ab initio
energies and fitted energies of H2(X1S+

g) and NH(X3S�). The
vibrational levels of the experimentally-refined PECs are
obtained by the LEVEL program49 and presented in Table 1.
Good agreement is found when compared with the experi-
mental vibrational levels.44,45 The spectroscopic constants of
the CHIPR and experimentally-refined CHIPR two-body terms
for H2(X1S+

g) and NH(X3S�) are also determined using Dunham
expansion and presented in Table 2, along with the previous
theoretical and experimental results.50–54 The experimentally-
refined PECs significantly improved the spectroscopic constants.
The experimentally-refined PECs reproduce accurately the experi-
mental vibrational levels with rmsds of 0.02 and 0.11 cm�1 for H2

and NH, respectively.
The partial and accumulated rmsds of the global NH2(X2A00)

CHIPR PES are listed in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, all 7970
ab initio points include an energy range above the global
minimum (GM) of NH2(X2A00) and up to 1000 kcal mol�1.
The rmsd around the equilibrium structure (energy within

40 kcal mol�1) is 24.47 cm�1, and the max error is
201.23 cm�1. Meanwhile, the total rmsd of the fitting PES is
55.7 cm�1, showing high precision of the present PES.

Based on the accurate CHIPR PES, its stationary points are
obtained and compared with the previous works,7,24,26,55,56 as

Fig. 1 Potential energy curves of H2(X1S+
g) and NH(X3S�). Circles repre-

sent the ab initio MRCI(Q)/CBS energy points, the lines indicate the
diatomic curves using eqn (14), and the fitting error is defined by the
difference between fitted and original potential energies.

Table 1 The vibrational levels (in cm�1) of H2(X1S+
g) and NH(X3S�) refined

with the experimental spectroscopic data

v

H2(X1S+
g) NH(X3S�)

Exp.44 This work Exp.45 This work

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 4161.14 4161.14 3125.57 3125.56
2 8086.93 8086.94 6094.87 6094.85
3 11782.36 11782.34 8907.59 8907.60
4 15250.31 15250.33 11562.32 11562.43
5 18491.92 18491.91 14056.15 14056.35
6 21505.78 21505.78 16384.35 16384.21

Table 2 The spectrosopic constants of H2(X1S+
g) and NH(X3S�)

Re/a0 De/eV oe/cm�1 oewe/cm�1

H2(X1S+
g)

This worka 1.401 4.742 4420.55 123.54
This workb 1.401 4.747 4404.00 119.71
Exp.50 1.401 4.748 4401.21 121.33
Theor.51 1.401 4.711 4389.66 121.56
Theor.52 1.401 4.754 4406.41 121.61

NH(X3S�)
This worka 1.962 3.56 3287.37 79.11
This workb 1.958 3.55 3281.40 76.83
Exp.53 1.958 3.55 3282.27 78.35
Theor.54 1.965 3.34 3198.60 82.71

a Fitted by ab initio energies using the CHIPR functional form of
eqn (14). b Obtained from the experimentally-refined CHIPR potentials,
see the text for details48
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shown in Table 4, where R1, R2 and R3 are the bond lengths of
NH1, NH2 and H1H2, respectively. The predicted structure of
the GM point is R1 = R2 = 1.938 a0 and R3 = 3.023 a0, which fits
well with the theoretical and experimental results.7,24,26,55,56

The three harmonic vibrational frequencies differ from the
corresponding experimental values by 0.36%, 0.57% and
1.5%, respectively. The predicted energy of the C2v barrier is
0.31 kcal mol�1 higher than that obtained by the DMBE PES of
Li et al.,7 and 0.1 kcal mol�1 higher than that deduced from the
RKHS PES of Ho et al.24 The barrier heights and bond lengths of
other stationary points are all in good agreement with other
previous results.7,24,26 Meanwhile, the attributes of the van der
Waals stationary points, including the equilibrium bond
lengths, vibrational frequencies and energies related to the
N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g) or N + H(2S) + H(2S) asymptote, also show
minor differences with the previous results,7 which guarantee
the accuracy at the low collision energies.

The topographical contour plots of the NH2(X2A00) CHIPR
PES are illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3. As shown, all plots are
smooth and reasonable over the entire configuration space.
The panel (a) of Fig. 2 shows the contour plot of the equili-
brium configuration with the bending angle fixed at 102.51.
Here, the GM point is the unique and notable feature located
at RNH = 1.2938 a0 and RHH = 3.032 a0, which agrees well with
the observed and calculated values.7,24,26,55,56 Fig. 2(b) shows
the contour plot as the N(2D) atom inserts into H2 along the
C2v symmetry, which illustrates the C2v barrier at RNH =
4.15 a0, RHH = 1.42 a0, and the DNh stationary point (SP)
at RNH = 1.87 a0 and RHH = 3.74 a0, respectively. Fig. 2(c)
displays the major features of the linear [H–N–H] geometry.
The notable feature is the DNh SP with a well depth of
�94.08 kcal mol�1 relative to the N(2D) + H2 asymptote and
�0.2368 Eh relative to the N(2D) + H(2S) + H(2S) asymptote. The
prediction agrees well with that of Li et al.,7 who found that
the energy of SP was 95.19 kcal mol�1 below the N(2D) + H2

asymptote and 0.2393 Eh below the N(2D) + H(2S) + H(2S)
asymptote. Owing to the exchange of two H atoms, Fig. 2(a)

and (c) show perfect symmetry of the central axis of two
H atoms. Fig. 2(d) illustrates the CNv SP of the collinear [N–H–H]
geometry. Due to the leakage in the deep potential well, this
geometry is an unstable structure and its barrier shows good
comparison with the previous values.7,24,26

Fig. 3(a) shows the energy contour for a N atom moving
around the H2 molecule with the bond length fixed at RHH =
1.401 a0. Fig. 3(b) shows the plot for a H atom moving around
the NH molecule with the bond distance fixed at RNH = 1.938 a0.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), there is a C2v minimum corresponding to
the van der Waals stationary point as shown in Table 4. These
two plots are smooth both at the short and long-range regions,
which ensures the accuracy of the fitting results for the
CHIPR PES.

To better present all major topographical features of the
CHIPR PES, the relaxed triangular plot57 is illustrated in Fig. 4,

Table 3 The stratified rmsd (in cm�1) of the NH2(X2A00) CHIPR PES

Energya Nb Max errorc Rmsd N 4 rmsd

10 263 49.58 16.23 88
20 520 51.77 18.29 167
30 813 201.23 21.31 218
40 1009 201.23 24.47 245
50 1197 201.23 27.71 282
60 2181 201.23 29.98 335
70 2679 202.56 32.55 383
80 3243 206.22 34.02 436
90 3728 206.22 35.47 505
100 4479 212.20 38.15 600
200 7866 354.95 54.91 1633
300 7898 354.95 55.21 1632
500 7936 354.95 55.43 1642
1000 7970 354.95 55.71 1647

a Energy in kcal mol�1. b Number of the calculated ab initio energy
points up to the indicated energy range. c The max error (in cm�1) up to
the indicated energy range. d Number of the calculated ab initio energy
points with the energy deviation larger than the rmsd.

Table 4 The stationary points on the CHIPR PES of NH2(X2A00) along with
the available experimental and theoretical values

Feature R1/a0 R2/a0 R3/a0 Eb Ec
o1/
cm�1

o2/
cm�1

o3/
cm�1

Global min (GM)
This
worka

1.938 1.938 3.023 �0.2903 �127.66 3362 3461 1547

Theor.7 1.937 1.937 3.029 �0.2923 �128.45 3370 3557 1570
Theor.26 1.941 1.941 3.029 �0.2858 �126.4 3383 3457 1541
Theor.24 1.940 1.940 3.040 �126.4 3350 3436 1559
Exp.55,56 1.938 1.938 3.040 3374 3481 1524

C2v transition state (TS)
This
worka

4.15 4.15 1.42 �0.0830 1.90 4274 440 411

Theor.7 3.98 3.98 1.42 �0.0851 1.59 4256 616 440
Theor.26 3.93 3.93 1.42 �0.0809 2.16 4209 499 282
Theor.24 4.05 4.05 1.42 1.8 4240 499 325

CNv stationary point
This
worka

4.36 2.88 1.48 �0.0798 4.43 2904 1076 804

Theor.7 4.41 2.88 1.53 �0.0794 5.15 2954 1336 1197
Theor.26 4.41 2.90 1.51 �0.0763 5.1 2671 1455 844
Theor.24 4.47 2.93 1.54 4.8 2621 1032 764

DNh stationary point
This
worka

1.87 1.87 3.74 �0.2368 �94.08 3618 7269 1784

Theor.7 1.88 1.88 3.76 �0.2393 �95.19 4075 7010 1596
Theor.24 1.87 1.87 3.74 �0.2320 �92.66 3676 6979 1544

van der Waals stationary points
C2v mind

This
worka

5.94 5.94 1.41 �0.0884 �0.962 4526 232 140

Theor.7 5.95 5.95 1.41 �0.0884 �0.522 4350 170 102

CNv TSe

This
work

4.91 6.87 1.96 �0.1322 �0.06 f 3275 239 50

Theor.7 4.92 6.88 1.97 �0.1320 �0.26 f 3255 207 38

a Fitted by the ab initio energies using the CHIPR method. b Energies
(in Eh) relative to the N(2D) + H(2S) + H(2S) asymptote. c Energies (in
kcal mol�1) relative to the N(2D) + H2 asymptote. d van der Waals
minimum. e van der Waals transition state. f Energies (in kcal mol�1)
relative to the NH(X3S�) + H asymptote.
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which utilizes the scaled hyper-spherical coordinates (b* = b/Q
and g* = g/Q)

Q

b

g

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ¼

1 1 1

0
ffiffiffi
3
p

�
ffiffiffi
3
p

2 �1 �1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

R1
2

R2
2

R3
2

0
BBB@

1
CCCA (16)

All stationary points discussed above are shown in Fig. 4.
Based on this plot, the connectivity of each stationary point can
be established in a more multidimensional way.

5 Dynamic study on the N(2D) +
H2(X1R+

g) reaction

Based on the CHIPR PES, the total ICSs and rate constants are
used for the N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g) reaction by utilizing the QCT and
TDWP methods. The QCT method used here is widely
described in the literature.58 The TDWP method used in our
calculation was first proposed by Zenghui Zhang59–61 of New
York University in 1993 and developed by the Han’s research
group.61–67

In the QCT method, 100 000 trajectories are chosen for each
collision for calculation to ensure accuracy. To guarantee the

conservation of the total energy within 0.01 kcal mol�1 or
smaller, the time integration step of the classical motion
equation is chosen to be 0.2 fs in each trajectory. In addition,
the initial distance between the N atom and the H2 molecule is
set as 15 Å to eliminate the influence of the initial interaction
energy between two reactants. The ICSs of N + H2 (v, j) - H +
NH are calculated by

srðv; jÞ ¼ pbmax
2Nr

N
(17)

where Nr is the number of the reactive trajectories and N
represents the total number of the trajectories, and bmax is
the maximum impact parameter. The rate constant is given
by:71

kðTÞ ¼ geðTÞ
8kBT

pmNþHH

� �1=2

pbmax
2Nr

N
(18)

where mN+HH is the reduced mass of the reactants, kB is the
Boltzmann constant. And the 68% associated error bars are

given by Dk ¼ k
N �Nr

NNr

� �1=2

. As the dynamic calculations are

performed adiabatically on the X2A00 state PES, the electronic
degeneracy factor assumes the expression:72

ge(T) = qNH2
(T)qN(2D)

�1(T)qH2

�1(T) (19)

Fig. 2 The contour plots (a) at the fixed included angle +[HNH] = 102.51, (b) for the C2v insertion of N into H2, (c) for the linear [H–N–H] geometry,
(d) for the linear [N–H–H] geometry. Contours are equally spaced by 0.02 Eh for (a) and 0.13 Eh for the others, starting at �0.3 Eh for (a) and (b), �0.2 Eh

for (c) and (d).
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where qNH2
= 2 is the degeneracy of the ground state NH2 and

the electronic partitions accounting for the fine structure of
H2(X1S+

g) and N(2D):

qH2
(T) = 1 (20)

qN(2D)(T) = 6 + 4 exp(�12.53/T) (21)

In the TDWP method,73 the Schrodinger equation was solved
using the split-operator scheme. For a triatomic reaction,
the Hamiltonian in the reactants’s Jacobi coordinates can be
written as

H ¼ � �h2

2mR

@2

@R2
þ

Ĵ � ĵ
� �2
2mRR2

þ ĵ2

2mrr2
þ VðR; rÞ þ hðrÞ (22)

where R indicates the distance between the N atom and the
center-of-mass of H2, r indicates the diatomic distance of H2,
mR is the reduced mass between N and H2, mr is the reduced
mass of H2, Ĵ is the total angular momentum and ĵ is the
rotational angular momentum of H2, V(R,r) is the CHIPR PES
for NH2(X2A00), and h(r) is the diatomic reference Hamiltonian
assuming the expression

hðrÞ ¼ � �h2

2mr

@2

@r2
þ VðrÞ (23)

where V(r) is the diatomic potential function.
The wave packet is expanded in terms of a body-fixed

translational–vibrational–rotational basis set as

CJKe
v0 j0k0
ðR; r; tÞ ¼

X
nvjk

FJKe
nvjk;v0j0k0

ðtÞuvnðRÞfvðrÞYJKe
jk ðR; rÞ (24)

where uv
n(R) is the translational basis, fv(r) is the vibrational

basis, and YJKe
jK is the rotational basis. The (v0, j0, k0) is the initial

rovibrational state of H2, n is the translational basis label, K and
k are the projection quantum number of J( j) on the space-fixed
z axis, and e is the system parity.

The dynamic information is extracted from the final wave
packet after a long propagation time, and the total rection ICS
and temperature-dependent rate constant can be calculated by

sv0j0k0ðEÞ ¼
p
k2

X
J

ð2J þ 1ÞPJ
v0j0k0
ðEÞ

sv0j0ðEÞ ¼
1

2j0 þ 1

X
k0

sv0j0k0ðEÞ
(25)

kv0 j0ðTÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kBT

pmR

s
kBTð Þ�2

ð1
0

Esv0j0ðEÞ exp �
E

kBT

� �
dE (26)

where PJ
v0 j0k0
ðEÞ is the reaction probability, k is the wavenumber

corresponding to the initial state at a fixed collision energy E,
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The parameters used in the
time-dependent wave packet calculations have been provided
in the ESI.†

The total ICSs of the N + H2 (v = 0, j = 0) - H + NH reaction
in the present work and previous studies4,68–70 are shown in
Fig. 5 over the collision energy range of 0–0.8 eV. As can be
seen, our ICSs show good comparison with the previous
values.4,68–70 Since there is a tiny barrier on the minimum
energy path, the ICSs elevate drastically with the increasing
collision energy and then reach a plateau at the high collision
energies. Besides, the relatively higher height of the barrier

Fig. 3 The contour plot for (a) the N atom moving around the H2 diatomic
molecule which lies along the X-axis with the center being fixed at the
origin (RHH = 1.401 a0). The contours are equally spaced by 0.005 Eh,
starting at �0.17 Eh. The dashed areas are the contours equally spaced by
0.00001 Eh, starting at �0.0883 Eh. (b) The H atom moves around the NH
diatomic molecule, which lies along the X-axis with the center being fixed
at the origin (RNH = 1.938 a0). The contours are equally spaced by 0.012 Eh,
starting at �0.3 Eh. The dashed areas are the contours equally spaced by
0.00012 Eh, starting at �0.1329 Eh.

Fig. 4 The relaxed triangular plot of the NH2(X2A00) CHIPR PES in hyper-
spherical coordinates. The positions and interconnections of all stationary
points are illustrated. The contours start at 0.31 Eh and are equally spaced
by 0.005 Eh. The positions of all stationary points are indicated explicitly.
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(1.90 kcal mol�1) for the present CHIPR PES may result in the
slightly smaller amplitude of the current ICSs.

The total ICSs of each vibrational and rotational state for the
N + H2 (v = 0, 1; j = 0, 4, 6, 8, 10) - H + NH reaction as a
function of the collision energy are given in Fig. 6. As shown,
both vibrational and rotational excitations of the reactant H2

have positive effects on the ICSs. The amplitudes of the vibra-
tional excitations for the ICSs are larger than those of the
rotational excitations at the same level of the collision energy,
which also has been found in the previous studies.23,24,74 This
phenomenon indicates that the vibrational and rotational
excitations of the reactant promote the effective transfer of
the collision energies into the internal energies.75 The trends of
all ICSs are consistent, which increase drastically and then
reach a plateau. For the given vibrational quantum number
v = 0, the ICSs for the rotational quantum numbers j = 0, 4, 6
tend to be identical for the 0.1 to 0.15 eV collision energy range,
which indicates that the effect of the rotational excitation on
the ICSs is not obvious at the low collision energies when the
rotational quantum number equals 0. When v = 1, all ICSs grow
with the growth of the rotational quantum numbers j at the
same collision energy.

The total ICSs of each vibrational state for the N + H2 (v = 0,
1, 2, 3, 4; j = 0) - H + NH reaction as a function of the collision
energy are shown in Fig. 7. As shown, when the value of v is less
than 3, the corresponding ICSs show the same trend, which
increase rapidly with the collision energy and level off at the
high collision energy. However, when v = 4, the ICSs increase at
first and then decrease with the growth of the collision ener-
gies. In general, the increased vibrational quantum numbers
promote the interval energy of the reactant. But the exorbitant
initial energy of the reactant may be higher than the barrier in
the reaction, which restrains the reaction and reduces the ICSs.

Table 5 lists the experimental room-temperature rate
constants14–22,76 and our QCT and QM results. The rate obtained
using the QCT method apprears to underestimate the

Fig. 5 The integral cross sections (Å2) for the N + H2 (v = 0, j = 0) - H +
NH reaction as a function of the collision energy, along with the previous
results.4,68–70

Fig. 6 The integral cross sections (Å2) for the N + H2 - H + NH reaction
as a function of the collision energy for several rotational quantum
numbers j = 0, 4, 6, 8, 10 with the vibrational quantum under (a) v = 0,
(b) v = 1.

Fig. 7 The integral cross sections (Å2) for the N + H2 - H + NH
reaction as a function of the collision energy for several vibrational
quantum numbers v = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 with the vibrational quantum number
under j = 0.
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experimental values, while the QM result shows good agree-
ment with the experimental values.14–16,18 In addition, the rate
constants versus temperatures are computed and displayed in
Fig. 8, along with the earlier experimental and theoretical
results.14,15,68,73 Clearly, our QCT rate constants largely coincide
with the QCT ones of Varandas et al.73 Because the quantum
tunneling effect and the zero-point energy leakage problem are
not considered, the calculated QCT results are systematically
lower than the experimental values by about a factor of 2.2 for
the temperatures below 300 K. For the TDWP calculations, the

obtained rate constants were well within the uncertainties of the
measured values15 and were also in excellent agreement with
both experimental and theoretical results over the 213–300 K
temperature range.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we have calculated ab initio energy points based
on CBS extrapolated MRCI(T/Q) energies and the CHIPR
method is employed to fit an analytical model of the global
PES for the ground state NH2(X2A00). The rmsd of the present
PES is 55.7 cm�1, which reflects high-precision fit of the
ab initio energy points. In order to test the accuracy of the
present PES, the equilibrium geometry, energies and vibra-
tional frequencies of the stationary points, which are obtained
from the CHIPR PES are discussed in detail and are in line with
the previous theoretical and experimental results. Based on the
novel PES, the rate constants of the N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g) - H(2S) +
NH(X3S�) reaction and the ICSs for N(2D) + H2(X1S+

g) (v = 0, 1, 2,
3, 4; j = 0, 4, 6, 8, 10) are obtained and analyzed using the QCT
method. The total ICSs for v = 0, j = 0 over the collision energy
range of 0–0.8 eV are qualitatively consistent with the previous
theoretical results. The initial vibrational and rotational excita-
tions of the reactant will enhance the reactivity and the effect
of the vibrational excitation is more significant. Our rate
constants are also found to be consistent with the previous
theoretical and experimental results.

The supplementary data include the validations of PES, the
fitted parameters of the switch function, the parameters used
in the time-dependent wave packet calculations, the interpreta-
tion of the switch function, and the Fortran code for the CHIPR
PES, which can also be obtained online at https://github.com/
Dr-Zhi-Qin/Resource.
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